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AX-48 PRO PLUS BOOM 
ADJUSTING ULTI-BOOM PRO
To adjust tilt, pan, rotate, extend, & retract, simply turn the large center 
knob counter clock-wise. The length of the boom can be adjusted by  
the  patented StableLock lever. (Ulti-Boom Pro included with the  
AX-48 Pro Pus) 

Patented StableLock Lever.
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AX-48 PRO SERIES SETUP  AX-48 PRO SERIES SETUP 

While pushing the release button under the foot cap, pull out support 
legs, then flip leg out until it snaps into place. Repeat with the other 
two support legs. Turn the knob on the fourth leg and extend to floor for 
greater stability. 

Screw handle into the bottom and 
top sliding handle brackets. Do not 
tighten all the way, handle should 
be able to slide up and down. Slide 
handle into desired position on stand 
and tighten screws completely. If the 
handle needs to be moved, loosen 
screws and slide handle to the new 
position and tighten screws again.

After loading top instrument, secure 
cable in cable clips. Rotate cable clips 
for re-positioning.

To accommodate larger, heavier keyboards 
and/or lower playing styles, remove 
the angle adapter. To remove the angle 
adapter, remove all keyboards and lay 
stand flat. Remove small screw and slide 
out the angle adapter. 

Position clamp on column face and install bracket and T-screw. (Angular 
edge rides in column slot.) To Adjust, loosen T-screw and move to 
desired position. Open top cap and remove Tribars. Attach Tribars to 
clamps by Tribar hook. Push Tribar down into clamp receiver. 

Three Support Legs
Legs should be flat
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